SEMI SEA Student Ambassador Application

**Nomination of Ambassador by University only.**

SEMI Southeast Asia [SEMI SEA] aims to groom a group of STEM students who are committed to support the talent development in Electronics Manufacturing Supply Chain and SEMI SEA talent programs to attract prospective students through the following channels:

- **SEMICON Southeast Asia** [biggest Electronics Manufacturing Supply Chain event in Southeast Asia]
- **SEMI Southeast Asia Conference** [within Malaysia]
- **SEMI Southeast Asia Workforce & Talent Campus Outreach Program** [within Malaysia]
- **SEMI SEA Member & Networking Night** [within Malaysia]
- Ambassador badges presentation to the 10 x participate University appointed Student Ambassador.
- Attached e-poster to be share to University.

Qualifications:
- Each University can only nominate ONE (1) Engineering student.
- Nominate student must be in and maintain good academic standing with a current CGPA of at least 3.0 on cumulative coursework.
- Nominate student must have completed at least three semester [E&E Year 2 students] at the current University.
- Nominate student must Demonstrate a strong level of commitment to programs and initiative within the school through student participation and leadership.
- Nominate student must have strong public speaking and interpersonal skills.
- Shortlisted student must be available for service assignments from SEMI Southeast Asia.
- Shortlisted student must be available to travel to within West Malaysia. SEMI SEA offers an excellent benefit package including paid hotel, transportation, meal expenses, and student-only sessions.
- Selected Ambassador MUST be present on 14 May, 2020 for the Award Ceremony.

University should submit their **application online** by 31 March, 2020 via [this LINK](#). Selected Ambassador will be notified by 30 April, 2020.

**Late applications will not be accepted.**

Thank you for your submission.
If you interested to know more about SEMI Talent and Workforce Development, please do contact us.

Website: [www.semi.org](http://www.semi.org) | Email address: [nong@semi.org](mailto:nong@semi.org) | contact no. : +65 6391 9512